




Presented by Michael Malloy, CLU, TEP.

Our Journey Together



This video re-creates a presentation that I 
gave at The 4th FOA Family Think Tank 
Forum in Shanghai, China on September 
21, 2018, which was held on the campus of 
Fu Dan University.  I was invited to speak 
by Ann Lee of the Wintel Law Firm in 
Shanghai. 



The presentation is an introduction to Private Placement 
Life Insurance (PPLI), and the international tax planning 
concept of Expanded Worldwide Planning (EWP). 

The two-day conference was attended by attorneys, 
accountants, financial planners, insurance brokers, 
and other professionals who work with high net worth 
clients in China and the Far East.





My theme today is Our Journey Together. 

We are only together for a short time, 

although it is a type of Journey Together. 

We come to share our experience of working 

with clients, and hopefully gain new 

understandings.



Along the theme of a journey together, it is a real joy to ride the subway here 
in Shanghai, and throughout China. The system is so well organized, clean, 
and well maintained.



This is more like what I am used to. Parts of the NYC subway system are 
over 100 years old, so it is an older technology, but still we can learn a lot 
from this state-of-the-art system in Shanghai.



Now for Our Journey Together. 

Since this is a mostly an intellectual Journey. 

Let us ask ourselves some questions. 

These are the questions that we hope 

to answer today.



How Can We Benefit Each Other?

How Do We Materialize This Benefit?

When Do You Contact Our Firm?



SO LET US BEGIN OUR JOURNEY

This, of course, is not a good beginning.



Let us begin again



This is more 

like it. 

We wish to 

Journey to a 

place that holds 

some promise.



An Unhappy Journey

So to avoid this Unhappy Journey let us 

reflect a moment on what we wish to 

avoid. What could cause our Journey to 

become Unhappy?



We could take a stairway that leads nowhere.

We keep climbing to no apparent destination.



We could take 

another stairway 

that circles back 

upon it self, so 

we keep coming 

back to the 

beginning.



We could fall into an endless sea with 

no bottom



We could climb 

upon something 

that has no 

support that will 

eventually fall by 

its own weight.



What do all these images have in common? 

What do they all create in us? 



Confusion

Overcomplication

Uncertainty
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Here we have the same thing in a structure that somewhat 

supports the purchase of real estate investments for non-U.S. 

persons.

As a structure it can work, but at the cost of 

Confusion, Overcomplication and Uncertainty.

It is also too reliant on the current U.S. tax code, 

using New York Corporations, and Delaware LLCs, as 

its basic components.

This structure will not lead to a Happy Journey.



A Happy Journey

Our goal is a structure that creates a Happy Journey.  

What might this look like?



Here is a place we 

would like

to visit together. 

A magnificent 

castle in the 

mountains nestled 

next to a clear 

mountain lake.



What about a walk in this beautiful park together?



Or a swim with this exotic fish? 

We hope he does not bite!



The Purpose of Our Journey

So what is the purpose of this Happy 

Journey together?



You

Client

There are three elements to this Happy Journey together



Key Questions for 
Our Happy Journey Together



How Can We Join Forces To Better 

Serve Our Clients?

What Common Aims Best Solve 

Our Clients’ Issues?

What Key Elements Are Our 

Clients Looking For?



Continue to Part II

Thank you for watching

Michael Malloy




